T he connected facility location (ConFL) problem arises in a number of applications that relate to the design of telecommunication networks as well as data distribution and management problems on networks. It combines features of the uncapacitated facility location problem with the Steiner tree problem and is known to be NP-complete. In this setting, we wish to install a set of facilities on a communication network and assign customers to the installed facilities. In addition, the set of selected facilities needs to be connected by a Steiner tree. In this paper, we propose a dual-based local search heuristic that combines dual ascent and local search, which together yield strong lower and upper bounds to the optimal solution. Our procedure is applied to a slightly more general version of the ConFL problem that embraces a family of four different problemsthe Steiner tree-star problem, the general Steiner tree-star problem, the ConFL problem, and the rent-or-buy problem-that combine facility location decisions with connectivity requirements. Consequently, our solution methodology successfully applies to all of them. We discuss a wide range of computational experiments that indicate that our heuristic is a very effective procedure that finds high-quality solutions very rapidly.
Introduction
The recent growth of telecommunication networks coupled with digital data management has motivated a range of network design problems that combine facility location with connectivity requirements. These network design problems combine features of the uncapacitated facility location (UFL) problem with the Steiner tree problem. The connected facility location (ConFL) problem belongs to this class of network design problems and is known to be NP-complete. In this paper we introduce a slightly more general version of the ConFL problem that subsumes a family of four closely related problems (that arise in virtual private network design and data distribution problems on networks) and propose a dual-based local search (DLS) heuristic that combines dual-ascent and local search to obtain high-quality solutions rapidly.
We first describe the family of four closely related problems that are special cases of the general version of the ConFL problem that we introduce in this paper.
The Steiner tree-star (STS) problem (Lee et al. 1993 ) is a virtual private network design problem that arises in the design of telecommunication networks for digital data services and can be stated as follows. Given a graph G = V E and a disjoint partition of the nodes in V into two sets-D ⊂ V , a set of demand nodes (also referred to as target nodes in the STS literature), and F ⊂ V , a set of potential facility nodes (also referred to as hubs in the STS literature)-we seek to find a minimum cost tree such that every demand node is connected (or assigned) to a facility node, and the facilities serving demand nodes are connected through a node-weighted Steiner tree T constructed solely on the F nodes (i.e., on G F = F E F . Each facility has an opening (or activating) cost, f i ≥ 0, that is incurred if the facility is included in the final network design (regardless of whether the facility serves a demand node). The cost to connect a demand node, j ∈ D, to a facility node, i ∈ F , is given by an assignment cost a ij , whereas the cost to connect two facilities, i, j ∈ F , comes at a significantly higher (in terms of cost per unit distance) connection cost b ij . The network design cost is thus given by j∈D a i j j + i∈T f i + i j ∈T b ij , where i j is the facility serving demand node j, and T is the Steiner tree connecting the facilities serving demand nodes. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the STS problem, where (a) shows the graph G and (b) represents a feasible solution to the STS problem. Khuller and Zhu (2002) extended the STS problem to a more general setting where the facility and demand node sets are not disjoint and called it the general STS (GSTS) problem. In this case, some demand nodes may host a facility in a solution to shows a solution where it takes the role of a facility node. Note that when the dual-role node takes the role of a facility node, it also satisfies its demand node at no additional cost. Karger and Minkoff (2000) , Krick et al. (2003) , and Havet and Wennink (2004) independently introduced data distribution and management problems in a network setting that arise in information/content distribution networks (such networks are widely prevalent at Web search providers, for example). In the applications discussed in these three papers, there are facilities (or servers) to be located on a network that will contain (or cache) information. Demand nodes make requests for the information. When a demand node j requests a piece of information, it is served from 
Figure 2 General Steiner Tree-Star Example the closest facility i j and incurs a cost i j j (if a demand node j makes multiple requests, say, d j requests, the cost is simply d j i j j ). Furthermore, updates to the information on the servers are made over time. If a piece of information is updated, then it must be updated at every facility (or server) on the network. This incurs a cost i j for every edge i j in the network on which this information is sent. Consequently, the cheapest way to update information over facilities (once a choice of which facilities to open has been made) is via a Steiner tree T on the facilities with a cost of i j ∈T i j (if information update requests are made, then the cost is i j ∈T i j ). The goal is to determine (i) what facilities to locate (or open), (ii) which facility serves each demand node, and (iii) how to connect the open facilities to minimize the total cost. In the applications discussed in Karger and Minkoff (2000) and Havet and Wennink (2004) , the facility opening costs are zero, whereas in Krick et al. (2003) there are costs associated with opening facilities.
The problems introduced by Karger and Minkoff (2000) , Krick et al. (2003) , and Havet and Wennink (2004) can be modeled as ConFL problems (Gupta et al. 2001 introduced the terminology ConFL) that can be stated as follows. We are given a graph G = V E and three sets: D ⊆ V , a set of demand nodes (or customers); F ⊆ V , a set of potential facility nodes; and S ⊆ V , a set of potential Steiner nodes, with D ∪ F ∪ S = V and F ∩ S = . We seek to find a minimum-cost network where every demand node is assigned to an open facility, and open facilities are connected through a Steiner tree T constructed on the subgraph of G on the nodes F ∪ S (i.e., G F ∪ S = F ∪ S E F ∪ S ). There are facility opening costs, f i ≥ 0, incurred for each facility that serves a customer; assignment costs, a ij ≥ 0, for assigning a customer j ∈ D to a facility i ∈ F ; and edge costs, b ij ≥ 0, for an edge i j ∈ E F ∪ S if it is used on the Steiner tree T . The nodes in S may be viewed as pure Steiner nodes and can only be used in the tree T as Steiner nodes, whereas the nodes in F may be used as Steiner nodes on the tree T without incurring a facility opening cost when no customers are assigned to them. The final network cost is given by INFORMS Journal on Computing 22(4), pp. 584-602, © 2010 INFORMS j∈D a i j j + i∈Z f i + i j ∈T b ij , where i j is the facility serving demand node j, Z is the set of open facilities (or facilities serving customers), and T is a Steiner tree connecting the open facilities. The data distribution problems introduced by Karger and Minkoff (2000) , Krick et al. (2003) , and Havet and Wennink (2004) may be modeled as a ConFL problem by setting a ij = d j i j , b ij = i j , and f i as the facility opening cost. Figure 3 illustrates an example of the ConFL problem and a feasible solution.
In the definition of the ConFL problem above, it is possible that D ∩ F = or D ∩ S = . In both these situations, a demand node j can be used on the Steiner tree T . In this case, in addition to the edges adjacent to node j in the Steiner tree T , we have a connection i j j between node j and the facility to which it is assigned. Consequently, the minimum-cost network is not necessarily a tree. On the other hand, if D ∩ F = and D ∩ S = (meaning that D, F , and S form a partition), a demand node cannot be used on the Steiner tree T and the minimum-cost network is a tree. It can be viewed as consisting of a core tree T (where the leaf nodes must be open facility nodes), with the assignment edges dangling from open facility nodes on the core tree. Typically, the papers in the computer science literature allow for D ∩ F = or D ∩ S = , whereas the papers in the operations research literature assume that D, F , and S form a partition. It is easy to transform ConFL instances where D ∩ F = or D ∩ S = into ones where the sets D, F , and S form a partition. We will discuss this transformation in §3.
Open facility node The rent-or-buy (ROB) problem, often viewed as a special case of the ConFL problem, has the feature that facilities can be opened at any node of the graph (i.e., F = V ) at zero cost. (The term rent-orbuy comes from a related problem called the singlesink buy-at-bulk network design (SSBND) problem from Salman et al. 1997 , which ROB is equivalent to when the SSBND problem has two cable types. Here, the idea is that edges on the network can either be rented, in which case the cost function a ij applies, or can be purchased, in which case the cost function b ij applies.) In our opinion, the ROB problem can also be viewed as a special case of the GSTS problem with zero facility opening costs and D ⊆ F = V . In the ROB problem any demand node can act as a facility node and hence serve other customers (i.e., demand nodes). Consequently, the cost of an edge depends on the role of its adjacent nodes. If one of the end points of the edge plays the role of a demand node, meaning that the edge is connecting a demand node to an open facility, we say the edge is an assignment edge and its cost is a ij . Otherwise, the edge belongs to the Steiner tree T (and we call it a tree edge) and its cost is b ij . (In all four problems-STS, GSTS, ConFL, and ROB-we will use the term customer interchangeably with demand node. We will also refer to edges connecting demand nodes to facilities as assignment edges, and potential edges on the Steiner tree connecting open facilities as tree edges.) In this problem, the final network cost is given by j∈D a i j j + i j ∈T b ij , where i j is the facility that serves demand node j (note that a ii = 0 when demand node i is used as a facility), and T is the Steiner tree connecting all the open facility nodes. The data distribution and management applications introduced by Karger and Minkoff (2000) and Havet and Wennink (2004) are actually instances of the ROB problem. In a different setting, Nuggehalli et al. (2003) considered the problem of energy-conscious cache placement in wireless ad hoc networks. The objective is to find an effective strategy to cache the server information at some nodes distributed across the network while optimally considering the trade-off between energy consumption and access latency. Interestingly, this problem is also an instance of the ROB problem (Ljubić 2007) indicating the widespread application of the ConFL and ROB problems.
All four problems-STS, GSTS, ConFL, and ROBare of significant interest from a practical perspective, both in the telecommunications/virtual private network design context as well as in the data distribution and management context. There has been a considerable amount of research devoted to these four problems from an approximation algorithms perspective but somewhat limited study of these problems from a mathematical programming perspective.
Clearly, all four problems combine a facility location problem with a Steiner tree problem. In this paper, we exploit the similarity between the four problems and define a slightly more general version of the ConFL problem that we call the general ConFL (or GConFL) problem. We devise a high-quality dualbased local search heuristic for the GConFL problem that provides both tight lower and upper bounds. Our heuristic solution strategy consists of first formulating the GConFL problem as a directed Steiner tree problem with a unit degree constraint on the root node. We then implement a dual-ascent procedure to obtain a lower bound and an upper bound (feasible solution) to the optimal solution. We then apply a set of local improvement steps on the feasible solution obtained by the dual-ascent procedure to significantly improve the quality of the solution. We conducted an extensive set of computational experiments that demonstrated the efficacy and efficiency of our DLS heuristic. These results included instances on complete graphs as well as noncomplete graphs. Across the four problems over the set of test instances, our DLS heuristic consistently found solutions of very high quality. Over the 2,748 problems tested, the DLS heuristic found solutions that were, on average, at most 1.07% from optimality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In §2 we review prior work on the STS, GSTS, ConFL, and ROB problems. In §3 we define the GConFL problem and describe how to transform each of the four problems into a GConFL problem. In §4 we model the GConFL problem as a directed Steiner tree problem with a unit degree constraint on the root node. We then discuss formulations for the GConFL problem based on this transformation. In §5 we develop our dual-based local search heuristic. In §6 we report on an extensive set of computational experiments with our dual-based heuristic on all four problems. Section 7 provides concluding remarks and directions for future research.
Literature Review
The STS problem was introduced by Lee et al. (1993) . Later, Lee et al. (1996) described valid inequalities and facets for the STS polytope (polytope of integer feasible STS solutions) and developed a branch-and-cut procedure for the STS problem. Their procedure was able to solve Euclidean test problems with fewer than 200 nodes in up to three hours of computational time. Xu et al. (1996a, b) proposed two tabu search heuristics for the STS problem, which they tested in a small sample of random and grid problems with up to 600 nodes. Chu et al. (2000) subsequently proposed a genetic algorithm for the STS problem. Their computational experiments indicated that their genetic algorithm is of similar quality to Xu et al. (1996b) . For the same set of problems, they find no difference in performance between the two heuristics; however, their genetic algorithm required less computational time. Note, however, that because neither heuristic computes a lower bound to the optimal solution, no optimality gaps were reported in either of these papers. Khuller and Zhu (2002) introduced the GSTS problem and gave two approximation algorithms with approximation ratios of 5.16 and 5, respectively. Gupta et al. (2001) arrived at the ConFL problem when considering a virtual private network design with demand uncertainty. Here, a set of demand nodes are to be connected using a virtual private network. One is given the maximum incoming and outgoing traffic from each demand node, but one does not know the actual traffic matrix between the nodes. One wishes to construct a minimum-cost tree network and provision sufficient capacity on its edges so that the tree network can support any traffic matrix where the aggregate incoming and outgoing demands respect the maximum limits for each node. Gupta et al. (2001) reduced this virtual private network design problem to the ConFL problem. They then gave a 10.66 approximation algorithm for the ConFL problem by adapting a rounding technique of Shmoys et al. (1997) on an integer programming formulation of the problem with an exponential number of constraints. Swamy and Kumar (2004) described a primaldual approximation algorithm for the ConFL problem. Their algorithm works in two phases and has an approximation ratio of 8.55. The first phase is a facility location phase where they decide which facilities to open, connect demands to facilities, and cluster the demands at each facility. In this phase, demands are clustered so that each open facility serves at least a certain minimum number of demand points. (In Swamy and Kumar 2004 , the ratio between the costs b ij and a ij is constant, and b ij /a ij is treated as the minimum number of demand points to cluster at a facility node.) The second phase is a Steiner phase where the open facilities are connected by a Steiner tree. Jung et al. (2008) improved upon Swamy and Kumar's algorithm (by making changes in phase 1) and devised a 6.55 approximation algorithm for the ConFL problem.
Recently, Eisenbrand et al. (2008) presented a randomized algorithm that improves the approximation ratio for the ConFL problem to 4. In their algorithm, the idea is to (i) run an approximation algorithm for the UFL problem, (ii) randomly sample demand nodes and open the facilities serving sampled customers in the approximate solution (all the demands are now assigned to these open facilities), and (iii) compute an approximate Steiner tree on the opened facilities. The authors showed that the approximation ratio degrades slightly to 4.23 when the algorithm is derandomized. The theoretical computer science community has focused on developing approximation algorithms for the ConFL problem. In all of these papers, no computational results are presented for any of the proposed approximation algorithms, and thus their effectiveness in practice is unknown.
The ConFL problem has only recently gained attention in the operations research community. Ljubić (2007) introduced a variable neighborhood search (VNS) heuristic that is combined with reactive tabu search. She also proposed a branch-and-cut (B&C) approach for solving the ConFL problem to optimality. She constructed ConFL test problems by combining Steiner tree problem instances from the OR-Library (http://people.brunel.ac.uk/∼mastjjb/jeb/ orlib/steininfo.html) and UFL problem instances from UflLib (http : //www. mpi -inf.mpg.de/departments/ d1/projects/benchmarks/UflLib/). She reported that the VNS heuristic found solutions that were up to 10% from the lower bound provided by the B&C algorithm. It is our understanding (Ljubić 2009 ) that as a result of a computational error, the values of the lower bounds described in Ljubić (2007) are incorrect and in some instances may be lower than the ones reported in the paper.
We should note that the approaches used by Swamy and Kumar (2004) , Ljubić (2007) , and Jung et al. (2008) assumed that one of the facilities in the optimal solution is known a priori. We find that interpretation of the ConFL problem somewhat restrictive. If one does not know a priori one of the facilities in the optimal solution, then their solution procedures need to be applied F times (once for each facility node) and the best solution selected. In this paper, we will assume that we do not have any a priori knowledge of an open facility in the optimal solution. Tomazic and Ljubić (2008) proposed a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) algorithm for the ConFL problem. (Here, the authors do not assume a priori knowledge of an open facility in the optimal solution.) The proposed heuristic is a multistart iterative approach, where for each start a greedy construction defines a starting solution. Then, local improvements consisting of moves where a single facility is opened or closed are applied. Finally, a shortest-path Steiner tree heuristic is applied to find a Steiner tree on the open facilities. The procedure was tested on three sets of randomly generated graphs with varying topologies and cost structures. On those instances, the GRASP procedure provided results whose average gaps were as large as 10% from the optimal solution.
Because the ROB problem may be viewed as a special case of the ConFL problem, some of the heuristics proposed for the ConFL problem can be applied to the ROB problem with no deterioration in the approximation ratio, and in many cases with an improvement in the approximation ratio. Gupta et al. (2001) found that their rounding heuristic is a 9.002-approximation algorithm for the ROB problem, whereas Swamy and Kumar (2004) showed that their primal-dual approach is a 4.55-approximation algorithm. Nuggehalli et al. (2003) provided a 6-approximation algorithm for the ROB problem. Gupta et al. (2003) proposed a 3.55-randomized approximation algorithm for the ROB problem. The best-known approximation algorithm for the ROB problem comes from Eisenbrand et al. (2008) , who proposed a randomized approximation algorithm with a performance bound of 2.92, which when derandomized has an approximation ratio of 3.28.
General Connected Facility Location Problem
One of the key differences between the STS and the ConFL problems is that in the STS problem a facility node in the network design that does not serve a customer incurs a facility opening cost, f i , whereas in the ConFL problem a facility incurs a facility opening cost only if it serves a customer. To create a generalization that encompasses all four problems, we slightly alter the original definition of the ConFL problem (with some additional changes) and require that a facility node in T incurs a facility opening cost regardless of whether it serves a customer or not. Specifically, we define the GConFL problem as follows. Given a graph G = V E and a disjoint partition of V into three subsets of nodes-namely, D, the set of demand nodes; F , the set of potential facilities; and S, the set of potential Steiner nodes-we seek a minimum-cost tree solution such that (i) a set of facility nodes is opened, (ii) every demand node is assigned to an open facility, and (iii) open facilities are connected through a Steiner tree T constructed on G F ∪ S = F ∪ S E F ∪ S . Each facility i used in T incurs a facility opening cost, f i ≥ 0; the cost of assigning demand node j ∈ D to facility i ∈ F is given by a ij (as before, we refer to these edges as assignment edges and the remaining edges as tree edges), and the cost of tree edges is given by b ij . The network design cost is defined by j∈D a i j j + i∈V T ∩F f i + i j ∈T b ij (where, as before, i j denotes the facility serving demand node j).
Observe that the graph for the GConFL problem has some special characteristics. Since each node takes a unique role, the only edges from demand nodes (D) are to potential facility nodes (F ) (i.e., there are no edges between any pair of demand nodes, and there are no edges in the graph between any demand node and any Steiner node (S)). Furthermore, use of a facility node necessarily incurs a facility opening cost, whereas there are no opening costs associated with using a Steiner node.
Clearly, the STS problem is a special case of the GConFL problem with S = and sets F and D defined identically to the STS problem. Here, the cost for assignment edges and tree edges remains unchanged. On the other hand, to see that the GSTS, ConFL, and ROB problems are special cases of the GConFL problem, we must apply a set of graph transformations.
In each of these three problems, a node can have multiple roles. For example, in the GSTS problem a node can be a demand node as well as a facility node. Similarly, in the ConFL problem a node can be a facility node (serving demand nodes and incurring a facility installation cost) or a Steiner node (not serving any demand nodes and not incurring a facility installation cost). The transformations are based on a node splitting strategy where each node has a unique role (either demand node, facility node, or Steiner node). For ease of exposition (and brevity), we illustrate each of these transformations graphically.
Transforming the GSTS Problem to
the GConFL Problem In an instance of the GSTS problem, the node sets F and D are not disjoint (F ∩ D = ) and there are no potential Steiner nodes (S = ). To address the fact that the node sets are not disjoint, we duplicate every node i ∈ F ∩ D creating an additional copy i . One copy, i, is treated as a facility node in the GConFL problem and the other copy, i , is treated as a demand node in the GConFL problem. Furthermore, nodes i and i are connected by a zero-cost edge, and the edge i j in the GSTS problem that has a dual-role node adjacent to it (i.e., if either i, j ∈ F ∩ D ) is replaced as indicated in Figure 4 . There are three cases: (i) either one of the end points is in F ∩ D and the other in F , which is shown in Figure 4 (a); or (ii) one of the end points is in F ∩ D and the other is in D, which is shown in Figure 4 (b); or (iii) both of the end points are in F ∩ D, which is shown in Figure 4 (c). Observe that whereas in the original GSTS problem instance some edges have different costs depending on the role
Facility node
Demand node Dual-role node
Figure 4 GSTS Problem Transformation to GConFL Problem of the edge (i.e., whether it is an assignment edge or a tree edge), in the transformed GConFL problem each node has a unique role and thus each edge has a unique cost.
Transforming the ROB Problem into the GConFL Problem
The ROB problem is a special case of GSTS with f i = 0, ∀ i ∈ F . Hence, we apply the transformation just described for the GSTS problem to convert the ROB problem into a GConFL problem.
Transforming the ConFL Problem into
the GConFL Problem We first illustrate how an instance of the ConFL problem where D ∩ F = or D ∩ S = can be transformed into a ConFL problem instance where D, F , and S form a partition. If a demand node can also be used as a Steiner node, we simply create two copies of the node with one copy representing the node as a demand node and the other copy representing the node as a Steiner node. Similarly, if a demand node can also be used as a facility node, we create two copies of the node, with one copy representing the node as a demand node and the other copy representing the node as a facility node. With this duplication, the edges between the duplicated nodes and the remaining nodes in the graph are updated as shown in Figure 5 . (There are eight possible cases that are illustrated in the figure). Consequently, without loss of generality, we can assume that in the ConFL problem D, F , and S form a partition.
We now show how to transform an instance of the ConFL problem into an instance of the GConFL problem. In the definition of a ConFL problem instance, the facility opening cost is only incurred when a demand node is assigned to it. To address this situation, we duplicate every facility node F in the ConFL problem, creating an additional copy i for every node i ∈ F . The copy i is treated as a facility node in the GConFL problem, and the other copy i is treated as a Steiner node in the GConFL problem. Furthermore, nodes i and i are connected by a zero-cost edge. Edges between a facility i and a node j ∈ V in the ConFL problem are replaced as shown in Figure 
Figure 5 Transformations That Allow Us to Assume D, F , and S Form a Partition in the ConFL Problem transform it into a GConFL problem. There are three cases: (i) either j ∈ D, which is shown in Figure 6 (a); or (ii) j ∈ S, which is shown in Figure 6 (b); or (iii) j ∈ F , which is shown in Figure 6 (c). We should note that it is possible to use fewer edges in this transformation. For example, an alternate transformation with fewer edges is to delete edge i j in Figure 6 (b) and delete edges i j , i j , and i j in Figure 6 (c). However, in terms of our local search heuristic, we found it convenient to use the transformations described in Figure 6 , because they have the property that if the graph on G F ∪ S is complete for the ConFL problem, then the graph induced on G F ∪ S after transformation to the GConFL problem is also complete.
Modeling the GConFL Problem as a Directed Steiner Tree Problem with a Unit Degree Constraint on the Root Node
We now discuss how to model the GConFL problem as a directed Steiner tree (DST) problem with a unit degree constraint on the root node. We will use
Facility node Demand node Steiner node Figure 6 ConFL Problem Transformation to GConFL Problem this transformation to apply a dual-ascent strategy to obtain lower and upper bounds for the GConFL problem. We first construct a directed graph H = V A from the graph G = V E of the GConFL problem as follows.
Replace every edge i j ∈ E F ∪ S by two directed arcs i j and j i with cost c ij
2. Replace every assignment edge i j between facility i and demand node j by an arc i j with cost c ij = a ij .
3. Create an artificial root node s, and create an arc from s to every node i ∈ F with cost c si = f i . Figure 7 illustrates the transformation for a GConFL instance, derived from an ROB problem. We can now view the GConFL problem as a DST problem on H . On H we would like to construct a minimum-cost DST rooted at node s and connected 
Figure 7 Transforming a GConFL Instance, Derived from the ROB Problem, into a Directed Steiner Tree Problem to all demand nodes D (i.e., s has a directed path to every node in D) with the condition that the outdegree of node s is equal to one. (We note that we do not actually need to explicitly introduce an artificial root node s. Instead, we can use any of the demand nodes D as the root node. We will refer to this problem as the unit degree directed Steiner tree (UDDST) problem.)
The unit outdegree of node s ensures that the graph obtained after deleting (the artificial root node) s is connected. Notice that on H no costs are associated with any of the nodes, because the facility costs are now included in the arc costs on H . It is easy to see that every feasible solution to the GConFL problem on G can be converted into a feasible UDDST on H with the same cost (simply connect the root node s to one of the facility nodes in the solution, and direct the tree solution to the GConFL problem away from s). Likewise, every feasible solution to the UDDST problem on H corresponds to a feasible solution to the GConFL problem on G with identical cost (simply delete the root node s; the resulting tree in an undirected sense provides a feasible solution to the GConFL problem). We now provide two formulations for the UDDST problem. Both formulations follow from well-known directed formulations for the Steiner tree problem, with an additional constraint for the unit degree constraint on the root node. The first model is a directed cut model, whereas the second model is a multicommodity flow model. Both models assume that arc costs are nonnegative.
y ij ≥ 0 and integer for all i j ∈ A (4)
In the above model, y ij is an integer variable denoting the number of copies of arc i j in the solution.
(We note that because arc costs are nonnegative, it is sufficient to define y ij as integer instead of binary.) Constraints (2) are the standard directed cut constraints, and constraint (3) is the degree constraint on the root node. Because there must be at least one arc out of the root node, it is sufficient to define the constraint as an inequality instead of a strict equality.
Alternatively, for each node j ∈ D, we create a commodity with the origin as the root node s and node j as the destination node. Let K denote the set of commodities and k denote the destination node of commodity k.
subject to
y ij ≥ 0 and integer
In the above directed-flow formulation for the UDDST problem, constraints (6) are the standard flow balance constraints. Constraints (7) are forcing constraints that require that an arc be in the design if there is flow on it. Finally, constraint (8) is the unit degree constraint on the root node.
Dual-Based Local Search Heuristic
Our heuristic can be viewed as a two-phase procedure. The first phase is a dual-ascent procedure applied to the UDDST problem that yields both a feasible solution and a lower bound on the optimal solution value. At the conclusion of this phase, we have a feasible solution to the GConFL problem consisting of a set of open facilities ⊆ F , a set of Steiner nodes ⊆ S, and a tree solution on , , and D. The second phase is a local search phase that tries to improve the solution obtained by the dual-ascent procedure for the GConFL problem. Our local search heuristic limits itself to improvements that only include nodes in and . In other words, it tries to obtain improvements by finding a better tree on the existing set of nodes and by closing open facilities and reassigning demand nodes to facilities as needed.
Dual-Ascent Phase
If we were to relax the degree constraint on the root node to the UDDST problem, we obtain the DST problem. Dual ascent has been a successful solution strategy for the Steiner tree problem. Our first stage is motivated by the desire to utilize this solution strategy to obtain a good lower bound for the GConFL problem as well as a high-quality initial solution for our local search phase.
Suppose we relax constraint (8) Ideally, we would like to obtain the best possible lower bound on z by solving the Lagrangian dual problem z LD = max ≥0 z LR . It is well known that z LR is piecewise linear and concave. Furthermore, since j∈F y sj − 1 ≥ 0 for every feasible solution that satisfies constraints (6), (7), (9), and (10), z LR is a nondecreasing function of . Intuitively, z LR increases with until it reaches a plateau (i.e., it is flat) for a sufficiently large . In other words, we can solve the Lagrangian dual problem by solving LR for a sufficiently large value of . Furthermore, when z LR is at a plateau, the solutions to LR have unit degree (otherwise, z LR would not have a slope of 0 at that point), implying that z LD = z.
Rather than working with the primal problem, we will obtain a lower bound on z by working with the dual of the linear programming relaxation of the directed-flow formulation for the UDDST problem. This dual may be stated as follows.
Observe that for a given value of , t ≤ z LR . (In fact, if we were to move to the right-hand side of constraint (14), the above dual may be viewed as the dual to the linear relaxation of LR .) Solving for t for any choice of ≥ 0 provides a lower bound on z LR , and in particular, solving for t for a sufficiently large value of provides a lower bound on z.
Thus, our strategy to obtain a lower bound is to choose a sufficiently large value of and apply the dual-ascent procedure for the Steiner tree problem. Notice that the Lagrange multiplier may also be viewed as an artificial cost that is added to the cost of the arcs out of the root node to ensure that the solution has outdegree 1 at the root node.
We apply the dual-ascent procedure for the Steiner tree as described in Wong (1984) and Balakrishnan et al. (1989) , and as refined in Raghavan (1995) . If we are given values for the w variables and , the dual problem separates by commodity. The subproblem corresponding to commodity k is the dual to the directed shortest-path problem between the root node and node k , with arc lengths w k ij . Dual ascent iteratively increases the value of the w variables to improve the dual objective until no further increase is possible. This is achieved in the following fashion. Every arc for which either constraint (13) or (14) is satisfied at equality is called a tight arc. Any commodity k that has a directed s − k cut with no tight arcs across it is a candidate for improving the dual objective. (We denote the nodes in the destination side of this cut as U k and refer to them as an ascent set and to the arcs across this cut as − U k .) The dual objective can be increased by increasing all the w k ij variables in − U k until one of the arcs across becomes tight. Our dual-ascent implementation uses the commodity cycling rule of Balakrishnan et al. (1989) to choose the commodity and directed cut on which a dualascent iteration is performed. This iteratively grows the ascent sets for each commodity U k , starting from U k = k . It maintains the property that every node in U k has a directed path to k , consisting solely of tight arcs. Raghavan (1995) shows this commodity cycling rule to be equivalent to considering minimal ascent sets (a set is a minimal ascent set if it does not contain an ascent set as a strict subset) in the dualascent iterations.
At the conclusion of the dual-ascent procedure, we have an approximate dual solution, i.e., a lower bound, and a network of tight arcs (referred to as the auxiliary network) on which there is a directed path from the root node to every demand node. A feasible solution (upper bound for the DST problem) consisting solely of tight arcs is obtained by iteratively deleting arcs in the reverse order in which they become tight, if their deletion from the auxiliary network does not result in a network where there is no directed path from s to a demand node. (A feasible solution consisting solely of tight arcs satisfies the primal complementary slackness conditions.)
In our implementation, we add a sufficiently large cost to all of the arcs out of the root node. We then apply the dual-ascent procedure for the DST problem to obtain a lower bound and a Steiner tree. If this Steiner tree has outdegree 1 at the root node, it is also a feasible upper bound for the UDDST problem. For a sufficiently large , we now argue this is precisely the case. As the value of increases, the cost of the arcs out of the root node effectively increases. Thus, for a sufficiently large , each of the nodes in F will belong to the ascent sets U k for k ∈ D before any of the arcs out of the root node s become tight in the dual-ascent procedure. In the next set of dual-ascent steps, one or more arcs out of the root node will become tight, and the dual-ascent procedure will terminate (as there will now be a path from s to all of nodes in D in the auxiliary network). Observe that in the reverse delete procedure to obtain an upper bound, we first delete arcs out of the root node as they became tight last. Consequently, all of the tight arcs out of the root node except for one will be deleted in the reverse delete step, and the upper bound produced by dual-ascent will have outdegree 1.
We make a few final notes before proceeding to the local search phase. Setting ≥ F ∪ S max i j ∈A c ij ensures that the upper bound is feasible to the UDDST problem (notice that the longest acyclic path from s to a node in D has at most F ∪ S intermediate nodes, from which the above value is computed). Also, since z and t have − in the objective function, to obtain upper and lower bounds for the UDDST problem, we should subtract from the upper and lower bounds obtained by applying dual ascent for the DST problem (once the arcs out of the root node have their cost increased by ).
Local Search Phase
In the second phase, we implement a basic version of local search to improve upon the solution yielded by dual ascent. We search the neighborhood of the dualascent solution through a set of improvement steps for a solution of lower cost. If such a solution is found after the improvement steps have been completed, it replaces the current solution, and the search continues. In the search of a lower-cost neighboring solution, we implement a set of steps that reconstruct the tree on the set of Steiner nodes , open facilities , and demand nodes; closes open facilities; and reassigns demand nodes as needed.
Recall that at the conclusion of the dual-ascent phase, we have a feasible solution to the GConFL problem consisting of a set of open facilities ⊆ F , a set of Steiner nodes ⊆ S, and a tree solution on , , and D. Our local search phase works on the undirected graph associated with the GConFL problem. It tries to improve the solution provided by the dualascent procedure by using two types of improvement steps: (1) sequential improvements that try to delete Steiner nodes in , and (2) local improvements that at each iteration strategically close a facility in .
In the sequential improvements, we construct a minimum spanning tree T on the set of open facility nodes, , and Steiner nodes, . Next, we iteratively remove any Steiner node from that has a degree of 2 or less and reconstruct the minimum spanning tree, T . When the graph on F ∪ S is complete and edge costs satisfy the triangle inequality, this cannot deteriorate the objective. When the graph on F ∪ S is not complete or the edge costs do not satisfy triangle inequality, we verify that the cost of the minimum spanning tree T does not increase before removing the Steiner node. (An alternate procedure is to compute all pairs of shortest paths on G F ∪ S , taking into account facility costs, and to (i) complete the graph G F ∪ S and (ii) set the cost of an edge to the cost of the shortest path between the two end points. This results in the situation where the graph on F ∪ S is complete and edge costs satisfy the triangle inequality.) At the end of the sequential improvements, no Steiner nodes from can be deleted without increasing the cost of T .
Subsequently, in the local improvements we list open facility nodes first in order of node degree in the tree T and next by the number of demand nodes it serves (obviously, each demand node is connected to the closest open facility on the tree T ). Then we move through the list at each iteration, removing the next facility node from the solution, reassigning its demand nodes, recomputing the minimum spanning tree on the remaining open facilities and Steiner nodes, and computing the change in the solution cost, that we denote by . If we observe a saving in the solution cost, the facility node is permanently closed and removed from ; otherwise, the facility node is restored to the solution. We iteratively repeat this process for each facility in the list.
In the local improvements, the order in which open facilities are considered for removal is critical. Ordering the nodes in increasing order of node degree in T and number of demand nodes assignments seeks to maximize the savings with each removal based on the two roles that a facility node plays in the final solution. The rationale is to aggressively remove facilities that serve the least number of demand nodes and that are farther out in the tree, T . Consequently, we Pseudocode for Local Improvements first remove facilities that are leaf nodes in the core tree in increasing order of their number of assigned demand nodes; and then we move gradually into the tree attempting to close facilities with higher node degree in the tree, T . Our local improvements are described in pseudocode in Figure 8 . For the local improvements, we tested three somewhat different implementations (and thus definitions of neighboring solutions) that yield solutions with successively greater improvements. In the first implementation, the set of Steiner nodes is not updated until the completion of the local improvements. Hence, the local search phase cycles back and forth through sequential improvements followed by local improvements until there are no more improvements. In the second implementation (when is less than or equal to zero) at the time of updating the set of open facility nodes and the tree T , we also eliminate any Steiner node that has a degree of 2 or less as specified in the sequential improvements. Hence, in this case at this step, the set of Steiner nodes is also updated, and the actual improvement is greater than or equal to . The third implementation tries to look ahead and computes by incorporating cost reductions by removing any Steiner node with a degree of 2 or less from the minimum spanning tree T obtained as a result of removing the facility node under consideration.
Each of these implementations provides successively better solutions (although the improvements are very slight) on average. In terms of running time, we expected each of the implementations to take successively longer times, although we did not observe any time differences on smaller graphs. Thus, we used the third implementation in our local search phase.
Computational Experiments
We now report on an extensive set of computational experiments with our DLS heuristic on the STS, GSTS, ConFL, and ROB problems. We coded our heuristics in Visual Studio 2005 (C++). We conducted all runs on an AMD Athlon™ 62 X2 Dual, 2.61 GHz machine with 3 GB of RAM.
Problem Generation and Characteristics
For the four problems, we generated a large set of Euclidean test problems with varying characteristics. We created five sets of graphs in Euclidean space with different characteristics in terms of number of D, F , and S nodes, facility opening costs, edge costs, and network density. We generated problems by first selecting nodes randomly located on a 100 × 100 square grid. The Euclidean distances rounded up to the next integer (to preserve triangle inequality) were used as a basis for the edge lengths. This problem generation method leads to the most difficult problem instances from a computational standpoint in the context of the STS problem (see Lee et al. 1996) . The assignment edge costs are equal to the edge lengths between demand nodes and facility nodes, whereas tree edge costs are equal to the edge lengths multiplied by an M factor. The M factor illustrates the significantly higher (in terms of cost per unit distance) connection cost of edges in the tree T . The number of demand nodes and facility nodes varies between 10 and 90 in steps of 10, with the total number of demand and facility nodes equal to 100. In an instance of the problem, the facility opening costs are the same for all the facility nodes.
For the STS, GSTS, and ConFL problems, we generated two sets of "complete" instances with common variations. In set 1 the facility opening cost varies between 0 and 30 in steps of 10, and the M factor is fixed at 3. In set 2 the M factor takes values 1, 3, 5, and 7, and the facility opening cost is kept fixed at 30. In the GSTS problem instances, any demand node may host a facility. In the ConFL problem instances, an additional 20 pure potential Steiner nodes were created. Edges were created between the pure Steiner nodes and all of the facility nodes. Because demand nodes cannot be assigned to pure Steiner nodes, no edges were created between demand nodes and pure Steiner nodes. For the ROB problem, we used test instances from set 2 for the GSTS problem and set the facility opening cost to zero. We refer to this set of instances as set 3. Notice that in these three sets of instances, any demand node may be assigned to any facility node and the graph G F ∪ S is complete.
Because our DLS heuristic performed exceedingly well on these complete instances, to test the effect of sparsity on the performance of our heuristic, we generated an additional set of test instances, set 4, for the ConFL problem. We focused on the ConFL problem because we found, from our experiments on sets 1-3, that they were the hardest to solve amongst the four problems. In this test set the assignment edges and the tree edges were created with a given probability. In addition, to ensure that the instances were connected, we randomly constructed a cycle of tree edges through all the facility and potential Steiner nodes; finally, we verified that there was at least one assignment edge for each demand node. We varied the sparsity of the test instances by using edge creation probabilities of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. As in the previous sets of ConFL instances, the number of facility nodes varies between 10 and 90 in steps of 10, and the number of demand nodes is 100 minus the number of facility nodes, and the number of pure Steiner nodes is 20. The facility opening cost was 30, and the M factor was set to 7.
As we noted earlier by recomputing edge costs and completing the graph on G F ∪ S , we can in general assume that the graph G F ∪ S is complete. Thus we hypothesized that in terms of sparsity, the sparsity between demand and facility nodes is more problematic than sparsity between facility nodes. To test this assertion we created a new ConFL test set, set 5, where the bipartite graph between demand nodes and facility nodes is complete, whereas the graph between facility nodes and potential Steiner nodes is sparse. We varied the sparsity by using edge creation probabilities of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 for the tree edges. The problem instances in set 5 are always feasible; however, to ensure that they were somewhat equivalent in characteristics to set 4 (i.e., that all facility and Steiner nodes are potential candidates for the final solution), we randomly create a cycle of tree edges through all the facility and pure Steiner nodes. The remaining characteristics are identical to set 4.
UFL Heuristic
We were interested in knowing whether the high quality of the DLS heuristic could be largely attributed to the local search phase. In other words, we wanted to Table 1 Comparison of Heuristics for the STS Problem on Set 1 Note. M = 3, and facility opening costs are varied.
see if the dual-ascent phase provided a high-quality initial solution by its selection of facilities to open and Steiner tree T connecting them, or whether any other reasonable choice of a starting solution followed by the local search phase would produce solutions of similar quality to the DLS heuristic. Consequently, we proposed the following UFL heuristic to compare against the DLS heuristic. We first ignore the requirement that the open facilities must be connected to each other by a Steiner tree and solve the UFL problem (between demand nodes and facility nodes) optimally to obtain a set of facilities to open and the demand nodes assigned to them. We then find a Steiner tree T connecting the open facility nodes by applying dual ascent for the DST problem to obtain a Steiner tree on G F ∪ S connecting the set of open facilities. We then use this solution as the starting solution to our local search phase.
To solve the uncapacitated facility location problem to optimality, we used CPLEX 10. To obtain the Steiner tree connecting the open facilities, we transformed the graph G = V E to a directed graph H = V A as described in §4, except that (i) we use one of the open facilities as the root node and do not create an artificial node (thus no degree constraint is necessary), (ii) all D nodes were deleted, and (iii) the remaining open facilities are the required nodes in our directed Steiner tree.
Results on Complete Graphs
We are now ready to discuss our computational experiments on the different problems. We compare the upper bounds provided by only applying dual ascent (DA), the DLS heuristic, and the UFL heuristic. We compare the quality of these results by reporting the gaps between the upper bounds provided by the three heuristics and the lower bound obtained by the dual-ascent phase. Each entry in the tables represents the average over 10 instances.
6.3.1. STS Problem. Tables 1 and 2 present our computational results on set 1 and set 2, respectively. DA yields relatively good solutions with average Table 2 Comparison of Heuristics for the STS Problem on Set 2 (%)   10  90  1 45  0 37  5 87  0 00  0 00  5 69  0 00  0 00  15 34  0 00  0 00  15 34  20  80  5 78  0 
Note. f i = 30, and M factor is varied.
gaps below 8.01% for each combination of parameters. However, in some instances the gap can be quite large, and in one instance this reaches 39.72%. Our local search phase is extremely effective and reduces this gap considerably. Our DLS heuristic yields solutions with average gaps below 1.51%, and for this specific instance it lowered the gap to 2.80%. From Table 1 it appears that the average percentage gap decreases when the facility opening cost increases. Table 2 indicates that the average percentage gap decreases when the M factor increases. The average percentage gap increases at first as the proportion of demand nodes increases before it decreases again. The location of this peak seems to increase as the M factor is increased. Overall, the performance of our heuristic is stable to a wide range of problem parameters. The average gaps are below 1.51%. The highest gap out of the 630 instances is 3.68% and the average gap computed over all 630 instances is 0.39%. The DLS heuristic is extremely fast and took less than two seconds in all instances. In contrast to the DLS heuristic, the UFL heuristic performed quite poorly. The average gaps of the UFL heuristic are significantly larger than the average gaps from the DLS heuristic. This indicates that the dualascent phase of the DLS heuristic does a significantly Table 3 Comparison of Heuristics for the GSTS Problem on Set 1 Note. M = 3, and facility opening costs are varied.
better job identifying which facilities to open than the UFL heuristic does.
GSTS Problem.
Our results for the GSTS problem are as promising as the results for the STS problem. Tables 3 and 4 present our computational results on set 1 and set 2, respectively. Recall that in these instances any demand node may host a facility. Compared to the STS problem, the gaps for all three upper-bound heuristics increase slightly on the GSTS problem. For DA, the highest average gap is 12.82% and the worst gap over 630 instances is 31.93%. Once again, the local search phase achieves a significant improvement and the average gaps fell below 1.47%. The DLS continues to show a very consistent performance. Out of 630 instances, the worst gap for the DLS heuristic is 4.00% and the average gap over all instances is 0.74%. As the proportion of demand nodes and facility nodes is varied, it appears that instances with a low proportion of demand nodes (10%) are easier, whereas the remaining instances show similar gaps. Again, the DLS heuristic is extremely fast, taking at most three seconds to obtain a solution for an instance.
The solutions obtained by the UFL heuristic on the GSTS problem are quite poor. Again, we can state that the dual-ascent phase does an excellent job finding a Table 4 Comparison of Heuristics for the GSTS Problem on Set 2 (%)   10  90  2 06  0 42  5 10  0 00  0 00  13 01  0 00  0 00  20 66  0 00  0 00  20 66  20  80  12 63  1 42  3 
subset of facility nodes to open (and Steiner nodes to use). The difference between the DLS and UFL heuristics is more marked when the number of facility nodes in an instance is large. Here, the problem of identifying the set of facility nodes to open is combinatorially more challenging, and in these instances the UFL heuristic does very badly.
6.3.3. ROB Problem. We now focus our attention on the ROB problem. Table 5 summarizes our results. The ROB problem with M = 1 is essentially a Steiner tree problem. Consequently, for M = 1, DA yields high-quality solutions for all combinations of demand nodes and facility nodes, which our local search phase improves even further. As the M factor increases, on average the average gap for DA and the DLS heuristic increase. The average gap for DA is less than 8% for all combinations of parameters. With the addition of the local search phase the results are even better. Our DLS heuristic has average gaps below 0.5% for M = 1, and below 2.02% for all other combinations of parameters. Over the entire set of 360 instances, the average gap is below 0.70% for the DLS heuristic. At the instance level, the highest gap for the DLS heuristic remains below 4%, whereas the worst gap for DA over the 360 instances is 22.29%. Once again, the consistency of the results obtained by the DLS Table 5 Comparison of Heuristics for the ROB Problem on Set 3 Note. M factor is varied.
heuristic is quite compelling. Again, the DLS heuristic is extremely fast, taking at most three seconds to obtain a solution for an instance.
Recall that in the case of the ROB problem facilities can be opened at any node in the graph, including demand nodes and the facility opening cost is zero. Consequently, for the UFL heuristic, the optimal solution to the uncapacitated facility location problem is to open a facility at each demand node. Thus, the starting solution for the UFL heuristic is simply the set of facilities at the demand nodes, which later is enhanced by dual ascent to include Steiner nodes and by the local search to improve the total solution cost. Again, the average gaps obtained by UFL are consistently worse than the ones achieved by the DLS heuristic. Specifically, at the instance level in 351 out of 360 instances, the solution from the DLS heuristic was superior to the UFL heuristic.
6.3.4. ConFL Problem. Tables 6 and 7 summarize our computational results for set 1 and set 2, respectively. The gaps for DA exhibit a concave behavior as the fraction of demand nodes increases. For a low proportion of demand nodes, the gaps are low. They rapidly jump as the proportion of demand nodes increases before decreasing again as the proportion of demand nodes gets higher. For DA the INFORMS Journal on Computing 22(4), pp. 584-602, © 2010 INFORMS Table 6 Comparison of Heuristics for the ConFL Problem on Set 1
Facility opening cost Note. M = 3, and facility opening costs are varied.
average percentage gaps get as high as 16%. On the other hand, the average percentage gaps for the DLS heuristic are always below 4.27%. In all cases the local search phase significantly improved the upper bounds obtained from the dual-ascent phase. Over 630 instances, the worst gap for the DLS heuristic was 7.72%, in contrast to a worst gap of 29.67% for DA. Averaged over the 630 instances, the average gap for the DLS heuristic was 1.74%. We observed that as the facility opening costs increase, the average gaps for the DLS heuristic increase. In contrast, as the M factor increases the average gap for the DLS heuristic first increases but later decreases, reaching the maximum at M = 3. In summary, our results continue to indicate that the DLS heuristic's performance is stable over a wide range of parameters. We note that the DLS heuristic took at most 4.74 seconds to solve an instance of the ConFL problem. The performance of the UFL heuristic on the ConFL instances was significantly worse than the DLS heuristic. As before, it appears the dual-ascent phase is quite consistent in identifying a good starting solution for the local search phase. Note. f i = 30, and M factor is varied. Table 8 summarizes our computational results on set 4. Recall that set 4 was created to understand the performance of the DLS heuristic for sparse instances, and that we focused our attention on the ConFL problem because it was the hardest (in terms of gaps) of the four problems to solve on complete graphs. Table 8 indicates that as the graph gets sparser, the average gaps increase considerably for all three upper-bound heuristics. Average gaps for DA go up to 18.12% and for the DLS heuristic increase to 14.36%. For individual instances, the worst-case gap for DA is 37.16%, whereas the worst-case gap for the DLS heuristic is 22.38%. Notice, however, that both heuristics yield significantly better solutions than the UFL heuristic, which is disastrous. Its worst-case gap for individual instances is 151.04%, and the average gap gets as high as 76.74%. In interpreting the results in Table 8 , we wanted to understand whether the large gaps for the DLS heuristic on sparse instances were due to the quality of the upper bounds or the lower bounds produced by the dual-ascent phase. To address this issue, we were very fortunate to access Ljubić's state-of-theart B&C code (Ljubić 2007) as an alternate method of generating lower bounds. We limited the running time of the B&C code to one hour for each instance and use the better lower bound from both the B&C code and the dual-ascent procedure to recalculate the average gaps for our DLS heuristic. These recomputed average gaps are shown in Table 9 . The column "DLS(DA)" indicates the average gaps obtained using the dual-ascent phase's lower bound, whereas the column "DLS(Best)" indicates the recomputed average gaps. The column "Imp" indicates the number of times over the 10 instances B&C was able to improve the lower bound. In most cases, average gaps decrease to one-third of their previous value. B&C is able to obtain tighter lower bounds in practically all of the very sparse (probability of 0.25) instances except for those with 90 demand nodes. However, as the network becomes denser, it becomes a little harder for B&C to improve the lower bound, and even when the lower bound is improved the relative improvement is much smaller. We note that the running times of the B&C code increase as the density of the graph increases. The analysis in Table 9 indicates that the DLS heuristic performs quite well and is consistent. As Table 9 Performance of the DLS Heuristic Computed Using the Best Lower Bound on Set 4
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Probability of edge creation 0.25 0.50 0.75 Incidentally, the instance with the 16.43% gap is one where the lower bound from B&C is worse than the dual-ascent lower bound (meaning that even after one hour of running time it is unable to improve the dualascent lower bound). In summary, the quality of the solutions obtained by the DLS heuristic are consistently of high quality, even for sparse problems. We now report on our computational experience with set 5. Recall that instances in set 5 are sparse problems where the bipartite graph between demand nodes and facility nodes is complete. Table 10 summarizes the results of the three heuristics with the gaps computed using the dual-ascent lower bound. These results are quite similar to those for the three heuristics on sets 1 and 2. In other words, the quality of the solutions provided by the DLS heuristic is quite high. In particular, the average gap of the DLS heuristic is below 2.46% (or 2.05% when computed using the best lower bound). Over the 270 instances the worst gap for the DLS heuristic is 5.09% (or 4.72% with the best lower bound) in contrast to the worst gap for DA, which is 34.58%. The average gaps for the DLS heuristic increase as the instances become denser. Averaged over the 270 instances, the DLS heuristic has a gap of 1.12% (or 0.46% with the best lower bound). Table 11 shows the gaps for the DLS heuristic gaps recomputed using the best of the lower bounds from the B&C code and dual ascent. The results in this table indicate that B&C yielded a slightly smaller number of improvements, and at the same time the improvements in the lower bound were less pronounced. In summary, we can conclude that sparsity between demand nodes and facility nodes causes a weaker dual-ascent lower bound and hence a wider gap when it is used to compute the average Table 10 Comparison gaps. In other words, ConFL problems with sparsity between demand nodes and facility nodes are hardest for our DLS heuristic.
6.5. Large-Scale Instances and Comparison to Ljubić's VNS Heuristic We tested the DLS heuristic on a set of largescale instances introduced by Ljubić (2007) for the ConFL problem. She constructed ConFL test problems by combining Steiner tree problem instances from the OR-Library and UFL problem instances from UflLib (Ljubić 2007 for more details about these test instances). These instances are representative for each type of problem. However, their combination departs from the typical convention that we have seen in the literature on the four problems, in that tree edges are typically more expensive per unit length than assignment edges. In the instances constructed in Ljubić (2007) , the cost of tree edges is given by the Steiner tree instances, whereas the cost of the assignment edges is determined by the UFL instances with no attempt to scale these costs (and thus the per-unit length cost of tree edges is cheaper than the per-unit length cost of assignment edges). However, testing the Table 11 Performance of the DLS Heuristic Computed Using the Best Lower Bound on Set 5
Probability of edge creation 0.25 0.50 0.75 DLS heuristic on these instances gives us the opportunity to evaluate its performance on larger instances (up to 1,300 nodes) that are on non-Euclidean graphs and compare their performance against a VNS heuristic that was used in Ljubić (2007) . In these instances, knowledge of an open facility in the solution was assumed a priori. Consequently, we modified our DLS heuristic to incorporate this knowledge. Hence, in the dual-ascent phase we simply use the open facility as the root node and do not create an artificial source node s or impose a unit degree constraint. In addition, in the local search phase this open facility is never removed even if its removal would result in a lowercost solution. Table 12 shows the results obtained by DA, the DLS heuristic, and Ljubić's VNS procedure. (To compute the gaps, we use dual ascent's lower bounds because it is our understanding that there is an error (Ljubić 2009 ) in the lower bounds reported in Ljubić 2007.) Over the 48 test instances reported in Table 12 , DA's worst gap is 17.23%, VNS's worst gap is 21.16%, whereas the DLS heuristic's worst gap is 8.63%. Averaged over the 48 instances, the average gap of the DLS heuristic is 3.83%, and the average gap of VNS is 5.75%. The DLS heuristic finds a better solution than the VNS procedure in 36 out of the 48 instances. The average computational times required by VNS (these are as reported in Ljubić 2007) and our DLS heuristic appear to be quite similar and around 500 seconds. The running times reported in Ljubić (2007) are the average over 10 runs of the VNS procedure, and the solution reported is the best over the 10 instances. Therefore, a more accurate assessment of the running time of the VNS procedure would be a 10-fold increase in the running times reported. However, our heuristic shows a lot more variability, with running times as high as 5,422.2 seconds. On the other hand, the gaps of the DLS heuristic are lower, have much less variability, and are quite stable to a wide range of parameters.
We should note that the excessive running times for the DLS heuristic seem to occur in the last group of 16 instances. If we use the second implementation of the local improvements in the local search phase instead, the running time goes down considerably and the performance actually does not deteriorate. For example, the instance that takes 5,422.2 seconds takes 1,640.5 seconds with the second implementation, and its gap increases from 0.45% to 0.46%. Consequently, when computational time is important and the instance has a large number of nodes, we could either impose a time limit to the DLS heuristic or use an alternate implementation (i.e., the second implementation).
Conclusions
In this paper we considered a family of four important network design problems that combine facility location with connectivity requirements. We provided a common framework and methodology to address these four problems. In particular, we devise a DLS heuristic that works in two phases. In the first phase it applies dual ascent to obtain both a lower bound and an initial solution to the problem. In the second phase it applies local search, limiting its attention to the set of facilities and Steiner nodes selected in the first phase. From a broad algorithmic perspective our work is closely related to the primal-dual algorithm by Swamy and Kumar (2004) , with an approximation ratio of 8.55. However, whereas Swamy and Kumar's focus is to develop approximation algorithms with provable worst-case bounds, our goal is to find tight formulations that combined with local search perform effectively in practice. In that sense, our approach is more comprehensive. Although the first phase of Swamy and Kumar's heuristics attempts to incorporate some of the connectivity requirement costs in the selection of open facilities (by insisting that each facility serve a minimum number of demand points), the final cost of the core tree network is only considered in the second phase when facilities have already been selected. Our approach selects the open facilities and constructs a Steiner tree among open facilities simultaneously, ensuring a global treatment of the problem.
Our extensive computational experiments show that across the family of problems, our DLS heuristic obtains high-quality solutions rapidly. Furthermore, the results are quite consistent in the sense that the variance of the performance gap is quite low and smaller than the other heuristics considered for the problem. Among the four problems, the ConFL problem seems to be the hardest to solve for the DLS heuristic. In particular, ConFL instances with higher sparsity between demand nodes and facility nodes are harder for our DLS heuristic.
Our heuristic can be viewed as one that successfully partners mathematical programming approaches (i.e., dual ascent) with local search. As our experiments show, both phases of the heuristic strategy contribute to its success. When we replaced the DA solution by an initial solution from the UFL heuristic, the local search phase found solutions that were significantly worse. The local search phase also significantly improves the solution obtained from the dual-ascent phase. We should note that on the largescale ConFL problem instances, our DLS procedure significantly outperformed a state-of-the-art VNS procedure. In contrast to other heuristic methodologies, another significant advantage of our DLS heuristic is that it provides a high-quality lower bound along with each solution, thus providing a guarantee on the quality of the solution.
